
3 LCD Panels, 1 lens projection system

1,440,000 pixels (480,000 pixels x 3)

1.2 times zoom lens (manual)

120 W UHP type (LMP-H120)

min. 0.8m x 0.6m / 3.0m x 2.2m - (width x height)

NTSC 3.58 / PAL / SECAM / NTSC 4.43/ PAL-M / PAL-N system, switched automatically / manually

Video: 600 TV Lines RGB: 800 x 600 pixels 

15 kHz component 50/60 Hz system,

DTV (480i /480p/1080i /720p)

fH: 19 to 72 kHz,

fV: 48 to 92 Hz

Blue & Silver

33mm diameter, max. 2 W (stereo)

AC 100 to 240V, 50/60 Hz

Max. 190W, Standby 5W

340 (W) x 154 (H) x 300 (D) mm

Approx. 3.9 kg

Phono type

Mini DIN 4 pin

Phono type x 2

32-pin multi connector, to be used with SIC-HS cables or IFU-HS1 (optional)

x 1

RM-PJHS1 X 1

AA - size Battery x 2 (for remote control)

SIC-HS10, PJ-MULTI to Composite & Stereo Audio (5m) x 1

Air Filter for replacement x 1

Country specific Power Cord x 1

x 1

Operation Manual x1

x 1

IFU-HS1 (with 10m PJ MULTI cable)

SIC-HS10, PJ-MULTI to Composite & Stereo Audio (5m)    SIC-HS20, PJ-MULTI to Component & Stereo Audio (5m)

SIC-HS30, PJ-MULTI to Computer 15pin HD-sub & Stereo Audio (5m)     SIC-HS40, PJ-MULTI to Composite     S-Video & Component (5m)

PK-HS1FL

LMP-H120 (user replaceable)

60-inch

SU-HS1, height adjustable stand
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Specifications

Projection System

LCD Panel

Projection Lens

Lamp

Picture size - min / max

Colour System

Resolution

Acceptable

Video Signals

Acceptable

Computer Signals

Cabinet Colour

Speaker

Power requirements

Power consumption

Dimensions

Mass

VIDEO IN Composite

Y/C IN

AUDIO IN

PJ MULTI IN

Memory Stick Slot

Remote

Batteries

Signal cable

Air Filter

AC Power Cord

Warranty Card

Manuals

Lens Cap

Signal Interface unit

Signal cable

Air Filter

Lamp

Screen

Projector Stand

MODEL VPL-HS1

VPL-HS1 Home Entertainment Projector

OPTICAL

SIGNALS

GENERAL

INPUTS /

OUTPUTS

®

®

SUPPLIED ACCESSORIES

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

VPS-HS60E
Screen

SU-HS1

Height Adjustable Stand



enlarge your entertainment

Simulated image used for illustration purposes.   Stand Illustrated not available.

Create. Explore. Discover. Entertain.
Take a look at the bigger picture

It’s the best reason yet for staying at home. The Sony VPL-HS1 Projector is the 
starting point for a new world of great experiences that you, your family and friends can
all enjoy sharing.

You’ve never seen television programmes and movies on DVD or video look so good –
and with incredibly natural, colour pictures projected up to an astonishing 3 m across 
by 2.2 m deep, it’s proof that bigger really does mean better. Just imagine being in the
very best seats at your own private cinema or in the stands to cheer on your winning
football team.

But that’s just the start. Hook up a camcorder, digital camera, computer or games
console and your world of home entertainment possibilities expands instantly.

With the VPL-HS1 you don’t need to re-arrange your living room furniture or have a
dedicated room to enjoy big screen excitement. Thanks to its innovative Side Shot™
feature the VPL-HS1 can be positioned away from the centre of the screen and still
deliver square and true pictures every time.

The VPL-HS1 offers incredibly quick and easy set up with a simple cabling system.
And by configuring the VPL-HS1 with other products like DVD players and Pascal
loudspeakers from the Sony Home Entertainment Solutions range, you’re ready to go
create a home entertainment experience that’s all your own.

The VPL-HS1 comes supplied complete with cables to hook up with your DVD player
or video recorder. The projector’s rear panel includes connections for Composite
Video, S-Video and Audio, while additional sources can be connected via the
projector’s PJ-Multi Connector that accepts Composite, S-Video, Component and
RGB sources using one of four optional connection cables.



Simulated image used for illustration purposes.   Stand Illustrated not available.

Bigger, better pictures from a compact,
discreetly styled projector.
Superb Picture Quality

Specially designed to get the best out of home entertainment sources, the VPL-HS1
uses advanced Sony digital video reproduction technology to deliver bright, great looking,
incredibly lifelike pictures. Furthermore widescreen 16:9 pictures from sources like DVD
can be displayed in addition to standard 4:3 picture size.

Side Shot™

Thanks to its SideShot™ capability the VPL-HS1 can be positioned up to 2.3 m away
from the side of the screen, giving you great set-up flexibility and freeing up the middle 
of your room for better viewing position for you and your audience.

Memory Stick™

Memory Stick™ is a compact, highly portable new storage medium developed by
Sony that lets you share digital pictures and data files with other Sony Memory
Stick™ equipped devices. Insert a Memory Stick™ from your Sony digital camera
into the VPL-HS1 and you can enjoy great-looking digital slide shows…
with no connected camera and no wires.

Games

Hook up your PS2, PlayStation® or any 
games consoles for the ultimate in nail-biting action. 

Internet

Surfing the web, playing on-line games 
and using your computer take on a whole new dimension.

Camcorder

Who needs Hollywood? 
Your camcorder home movies look so much better on the big screen. 

Digital Camera

Fancy a digital slide show as a backdrop for that special dinner party or family
gathering? Hook up your digital camera and share those treasured moments.

Films

Immerse yourself in the action of the latest blockbuster movies on DVD or video... 
it’s like having your own cinema at home.

Events

Add a new dimension to ordinary television programmes. Suddenly you’re right there
in the stands at a football match or in the front row of your favourite concert.

Get Better Connected

Convential Y/C separation
Cross Colour and Cross

Luminance artifacts

With 3D Gamma correction
natural colour and grayscale

reproduction.

Without 3D Gamma
correction Saturation in dark
and bright areas of the image

leads to unnatural colours.

Digital Y/C separation free
from cross colour and
Luminance artifacts

enlarge your living room



Zoom Lens

Zoom adjustment over 1.2x range allows precise adjustment of projected image size.

Quiet Operation

Advanced cooling system with front panel exhaust port cuts fan noise to a whisper.

Lockable Rotate / Tilt / Swivel Adjustment

Convenient adjustment of rotate angle, tilt and swivel with a handy "lock" feature lets you
adjust the picture position just how you want it – and keep it there.

Video Memory Function

Six Video memories for individual set-up of the VPL-HS1 ensure perfect pictures,
whatever the lighting conditions or signal sources are. This is one of the many functions,
including Side Shot™, controlled by the supplied remote commander.

IFU-HS1 Switcher

With the optional IFU-HS1 Switcher, you can say goodbye to a tangled mass of wires
linking the projector with the rest of your home entertainment system.
Connecting via a single cable using the projector’s PJ
Multi input, the IFU-HS1 permits quick, simple switchover between two Video/S-
Video sources and one Component Source. The IFU-HS1 also allows "parallel"
connection of the VPL-HS1 and your television TV set, so you can simply switch
between TV and projector at any time without any
re-plugging or awkward connections.

Simulated image used for illustration purposes.   Stand Illustrated not available.

Component solution - Upgrade from conventional TV to
small home theatre using separate components.

System solution - Upgrade from conventional TV to small
theatre system using your current home entertainment
system (DVD, Dolby Surround, Audio).

Upgrade your existing TV/Video applications using your
current equipment.

A simple solution is to connect your equipment directly to
the projector and use the in-built audio.

VPL-HS1

Playstation 2 IFU-HS1 IFU-HS1

DVD-Player

Video Recorder

Satellite Tuner

DVD-Player

Video Recorder

Satellite Tuner

IFU-HS1

DVD-Player

STR-DB875/DB940

Video Recorder

Satellite Tuner

VPL-HS1 VPL-HS1 VPL-HS1
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